
	  

	  

 

SET	  UP	  INSTRUCTIONS	   	   	   	   	   	  
3554 STONE GARDEN FOUNTAIN 
3567  LION FINIAL GARDEN FOUNTAIN 
 
Open the bag containing the pump kit P160Y.  In the kit you will find: 

1 - 40160 (160 gallon pump) 2 - 1/2" plastic tee   
1 - 5" long piece of 1/2" clear tubing 1 - hose clamp 
1 - 12" long piece of 1/2" kink free tubing   
 

 
1.  Find the piece of 1/2" clear tubing 5" long and cut one piece 3" long.  Find a 1/2" plastic tee and attach the piece of 1/2" 
clear tubing 3" long on the middle connection.  Find the piece of 1/2" kink free tubing 12" long and cut two pieces  6" long 
and attach both pieces on the two end connections of the 1/2" plastic tee.  Find the pump and attach the 1/2" clear tubing 
3" long to the outlet side of the pump with the hose clamp. 
 
2.  Place fountain base on a firm and level area where fountain will remain.   Place the pump and tubing assembly in the 
pump house located in the center of shell.  Place the power cord in the groove located in rear of fountain.  
 
3.  Find the fountain wall piece.  On a padded surface lay the fountain wall piece on its back.  Located in the base of the 
fountain wall piece you will see two copper pipes.  Remove any excess concrete and or tape from both copper pipes.  
Place a piece of padding on rear of fountain base.  Place the fountain wall piece on the fountain base.  Have one person 
tilt and hold the fountain wall piece and another person attach the two pieces of 1/2" kink free tubing 6" long to the two 
copper pipes located in the bottom of the fountain wall piece.  Position the fountain wall piece on the fountain base.  
Remove padding. 
 
4.  Find the second 1/2" plastic tee and attach the piece of 1/2" clear tubing 2" long on the middle connection.  Inside the 
shell of the fountain wall piece you will see a copper pipe.  Attach this 1/2" plastic  tee to the copper pipe. 
 
5.  Find the drain plug and insert snugly into the drain insert located in the shell portion of the fountain. 
 
6.  Fill the shell with tap water and plug pump into a 110VAC GFCI protected outlet.  
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